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Access To Capital Matters — For Most Strategies
By Monica E. Oss, Chief Executive Officer

Executives of health and human service
organizations are no strangers to change. The
past 18 months have been one big strategic roller
coaster.

the stock market. These include common names
in health care – McKesson, United HealthCare,
CVS, Acadia Healthcare, Universal Health Services,
Talkspace, LifeStance Health, Hims & Hers, and
Teladoc. And, new entrants in the health care like
Walmart, Amazon, and Kroger. And we have a
growing number of organizations formed over the
past decade that were created with venture capital
and private equity capital—and also have great
access to expansion capital. In fact, And in the
first half of 2021, digital health alone attracted an
unprecedented $14.7 billion (topping all of 2020, with
$14.6 billion total), with new startups as well as huge
capital infusions for some of the well-known players,
as mental health topped the list of investment areas
(see Why Are Digital First Mental Health Companies
So Popular?).

What we know is that rates and market share
(and margins) for the current array of services will
decline. At the same time, there are many new
opportunities—but they are opportunities that
require the development of new services and new
business models and the infrastructure to go with
it. (For more on those new opportunities, see my
keynote Best Practices For Success In The ‘Next
Normal’– Building A Foundation For A Nimble &
Resilient Organization at the 2021 OPEN MINDS
Management Best Practices Institute.) And those
changes requires capital.
Many types of organizational transformation need
access to capital. New service development and
launch, and geographic market expansion, need
capital. Infrastructure of all types requires capital—
both infrastructure (and related technology) to
improve efficiency and the infrastructure (and
related technology) for managing value-based
and risk-based reimbursement contracts. Building
an enhanced online presence—with web-based
consumer interfaces and services—requires capital.
The challenge for many existing health and human
service organizations is keeping up with the strategic
advantages that go to the organizations that do have
capital. The specialty provider organization market
space is dominated by not-for-profits (for example
49% of hospitals are not-for-profit—see Fast Facts
on U.S. Hospitals, 2021). These organizations
need to compete with the large number of publicly
traded organizations that can raise capital through
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Many types of organizational transformation
need access to capital. New service
development and launch, and geographic
market expansion, need capital. Infrastructure
of all types requires capital. Building an
enhanced online presence—with web-based
consumer interfaces and services—requires
capital. The challenge for many existing health
and human service organizations is keeping
up with the strategic advantages that go to the
organizations that do have capital.

Historically, health and human service organizations
have not had formal processes for planning for
growth capital—97% have a “bottom up” process to
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identify capital needs, based solely on requests from
medical staff, department, or manager requests.
Only 30% of these organizations formally evaluate
all their capital investment processes. Out of the
capital budget, up to 66% is allocated to routine
projects and only 33% to strategic investments,
including new products. And 34% of provider
organizations relied on qualitative factors such
as need and availability of funds when evaluating
capital investment decisions (see The Capital
Budgeting Process of Healthcare Organizations: A
Review Of Surveys).
While many health and human service executives
think that access to capital is their primary
competitive disadvantage, I would argue that is
not necessarily the case. More often than not,
traditional provider organizations lack a growthfocused, sustainable strategy—with concrete market
positioning and a business plan. That is the first step
in creating a plan for acquiring the capital (and other
assets) required to fuel that growth.
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In this issue of the OPEN MINDS Management
Newsletter, we’re focused not on the strategy but on
the options for growth capital (For more on strategy
development, see Executive Seminar Toolkit: How
To Develop A Strategic Plan). In the article, Getting
Capital For Growth – Ten Options, we outlined
the options that executive teams and board can
consider. OPEN MINDS Chief Marketing Officer,
Tim Snyder, describes how to “make the case” for
funding with a strong pitch deck in Raising Capital:
Are You Pitch Ready?. And we do a deeper dive
into a few of the options for raising capital in Private
Equity For Expansion Capital: The Pros & Cons,
M&A As A Sustainability Strategy—What Works?
and The New Challenges In Fundraising.
Access to capital is critical to growth plans. But, as
I’m sure we’ll see in the year ahead, what executives
do with that capital is most important.
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Getting Capital For Growth – Ten Options
By Monica E. Oss, Chief Executive Officer

During the pandemic, five federal stimulus and
relief bills put $4 trillion in the economy, with much
of that support for health and human services. But,
most of these funds will run out by April of 2022.
And beyond the influx of federal money, much
has happened to reshape the health and human
service market. The acceptance of virtual care; the
boom in private equity investments in behavioral
health; retail health care’s ramp-up and expansion
into behavioral health; increasing mergers and
consolidations; the acquisition of provider capability
by health plans; changing consumer expectations;
and the accelerating move toward measurementbased, whole person care and value-based
reimbursement—these are just a few of the gale
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force winds buffeting the landscape (see Choose
Wisely).
In this “next normal” scenario which is evolving
rapidly, the path to sustainability requires specialty
health and human service provider organizations
to launch, scale up, or upgrade technology and
infrastructure for hybrid service delivery, metricsbased management, marketing, customer service,
recruitment and retention efforts, and clinical care
quality (through measurement-based care and the
deployment of evidence-based practices). “We
don’t have the resources for it,” is not an excuse to
ignore the need for capital improvements. Provider
organization executives should be thinking outside
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the box about ways to raise funds for upgrades that
require a significant infusion of capital.
Our team at OPEN MINDS encourages specialty
health care organizations to consider raising capital
through one or more of ten options that span debt
and equity financing, fundraising, mergers, joint
ventures, and more.

1. Business Loans & Lines of Credit
A business loan is borrowed capital that
organizations apply toward capital and other
expenses. Organizations are obligated to repay
the loan amount, with interest, according to the
loan’s terms and conditions. The loans have a fixed
interest rate (the interest rate remains the same for
the duration of the loan and its payback period) or
a variable interest rate (the interest rate fluctuates
based on any number of factors). Most loans require
collateral if the business is unable to pay the loan
back in a timely fashion.
A line of credit (LOC) is also a loan, but is
established as an “on demand” source, with a preset
borrowing limit that can be tapped into at any time.
The borrower can take money out as needed until
the limit is reached, and as money is repaid, it can
be borrowed again in the case of an open line of
credit. Typically, lines of credit are for addressing
short term cash flow needs—and any amount must
be repaid in its entirety in a specific period of time.
Lines of credit are not appropriate for long-term
capital needs—they are best suited for working
capital needs.

ones with which provider organization executives
or board members have strong relationships, are a
primary source for loans and lines of credit. State
and local governments also have a number of loan
options. A comprehensive directory of state loan and
grant opportunities is available on USA.gov (see
State & Territory Business Resources).
For-profit entities with net worth less than $15 million
and net annual income of less than $5 million may
qualify for the 504 Loan Program under the aegis of
the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA). The
504 Loan Program provides long-term, fixed rate
financing of up to $5 million for major fixed assets
“that promote business growth and job creation.” 504
loans are available through Certified Development
Companies (CDCs)—SBA certified and regulated
community-based partners that promote economic
development within their communities (see 504
Loans). SBA’s Lender Match connects you to
potential lenders offering SBA-backed funding (see
Lender Match Connects You To Lenders).
Special federal loans are available for programs and
projects in rural and low-income areas. For example,
the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
provides loans for community health care facilities
and equipment in rural areas, telemedicine grants,
and business and industry loan guarantees (see
Assistance For Rural Healthcare and Capital
Funding For Rural Healthcare). A good starting point
for information on federal loan options is GovLoans.
gov, a collaborative effort across federal agencies,
managed by the U.S. Department of Labor (see
Loan Finder).

Debt financing such as loans is most often used
for large capital projects like land, buildings, or
technology investments where the assurance of
return is fairly certain and the purchase is often
considered the collateral. Getting business loans for
expansion unsecured by assets is more difficult.

For any request for business loans, expect the
prospective funders to request current financials, a
business plan with future financial projections, a plan
for use of proceeds, and proposals for collateral.

There are a number of sources of business loans.
Local banks and financial institutions—especially

A bond is an instrument issued by companies,
municipalities, states, and sovereign governments
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2. Issue Of Bonds
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to finance projects. The public—or mutual funds—
who buy the bonds become creditors of the issuer.
Bonds traditionally carried a fixed interest rate but
variable interest rates have become more common.
When interest rates go up, bond prices fall and viceversa. Bonds have maturity dates at which point the
principal amount must be paid back in full or risk
default.
Corporate bonds—debt issued by for-profit
organizations and sold to investors to raise capital
for the business—are becoming popular. The
volume of corporate debt traded per day grew from
$37 million in 2018 to $44.7 billion in March 2021
as companies try to issue debt before the Federal
Reserve raises interest rates (see Corporate Bonds,
Types, & Market Size).
For not-for-profit health care provider organizations
with 501(c)3 status, bonds issued in the public,
municipal markets can be a major source of new
capital (see A Guide To Financing Strategies For
Hospitals). These organizations issuing public
bonds usually sell bonds to an underwriter, typically
an investment bank, that then resells the debt
instruments to investors. While fixed rate bonds,
which yield a fixed amount of interest over their
lifetime, are most popular, the best options should be
discussed with the investment institution based on
risk and return for the intended use.
A bond issue requires a strong credit position
and compliance with many legal and regulatory
requirements. A strong credit position is frequently
measured by a strong bond rating—a credit
agency’s assessment of the ability and willingness of
the organization issuing debt to make full and timely
payments of principal and interest on the debt. Three
agencies—Fitch Ratings, Moody’s Investors Service,
and Standard & Poor’s—usually rate health care
credit position, which determines the ability to raise
capital through debt financing.
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3. Private Equity Investments & Venture
Capital
Private equity refers to investments not listed on
a public exchange. Private equity is composed of
funds and investors that directly invest in private
companies. Institutional and retail investors provide
the capital for private equity, and the capital can be
utilized to fund new technology, make acquisitions,
expand working capital, and to bolster and solidify
a balance sheet. Venture capital is a form of private
equity—usually reserved for startup companies—in
which investors provide capital to startup companies
and small businesses that are believed to have
long-term growth potential. Venture capital generally
comes from well-off investors, investment banks,
and any other financial institutions.
For-profit organizations can tap into private equity
markets for growth capital either to improve margins
through mergers and acquisitions, for investments
to strengthen market positioning, or to grow
marketshare. Often, private equity investors will buy
out a business, improve its operations and valuation,
and then sell it for a profit.
Venture capital investors usually invest in for-profit
startups or smaller organizations with significant
potential for growth—despite high risks—and very
high returns. Venture capital may be a potential
option for provider organizations looking to diversify
and launch new service lines.
While the massive outpouring of investments in
digital health have been garnering much of the
media attention since the pandemic, our team
at OPEN MINDS has heard frequently from
executives of investment firms that all sectors of
health care—including brick and mortar and home
and community-based services (see Beat Them
Or Join Them? and Why The Investor Interest In
The I/DD Market?) are attractive to investors. For
mission-focused provider organizations, the key is to
seek relationships and dialogue with investors that
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support the mission and are inclined to retain current
executive talent while augmenting resources and
improving operations with an eye toward growth.

4. Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding essentially refers to inviting small
contributions (as little as $10) to capital needs
from a large pool of individuals to finance a new
business venture. Crowdfunding makes use of
the easy accessibility of vast networks of people
through social media and crowdfunding websites to
bring investors and businesses together, with the
potential to expand the pool of investors beyond the
traditional circle of owners, relatives, and private
equity.
There are three types of crowdfunding—equity,
lending, and donation. Equity crowdfunding allows
investors to gain shares in the organization,
proportionate to their investment. Lending is similar
to loans structured outside of crowdfunding in
that the organization owes back the money, with
interest. Donations are the most popular form of
crowdfunding and elicit contributions through support
for the organization’s mission or cause.
Crowdfunding allows organizations to raise up to $5
million a year and there are more complex options if
an organization wants to raise more (see How Much
Can A Company Raise?). Crowdfunding is an ideal
channel to raise seed funding for new programs.
There are many online crowdfunding platforms
like Kickstarter, Crowdfunder, Fundable, Fundly,
StartEngine, Mightycause, and Indiegogo—to
name just a few—that allow organizations to list
their “campaigns” and raise money in return for a
percentage of the funds raised. Think of these as
the business equivalents of GoFundMe for individual
causes and campaigns. Success with crowdfunding
will depend on a strong virtual marketing campaign
that especially leverages social media and word of
mouth.
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A few examples. The Prince of Wales Foundation
Hospital in Australia raised $95,000 to buy surgical
equipment for life-saving ear, nose, and throat
procedures through crowdfunding platform Chuffed
(see Stand With Dr Jacobson). MindApp, an app
to help consumers with memory deficits caused
by a brain tumors and injuries has raised just over
$60,000 on MedStartr.com, a medical innovation
crowdfunding site (see MindApp).

5. Leveraging Real Estate
Real estate—land and buildings owned by provider
organizations are a valuable asset that can be
leveraged in multiple ways to raise capital. The
simplest solution is to offer real estate as collateral to
raise debt financing. As health care moves to more
virtual and hybrid (combination of virtual, in-clinic,
and at-home services) options in the next normal,
provider organizations may want to consider selling
or leasing out some of their brick and mortar facilities
to raise capital for other projects such as technology,
staffing, or service expansions.
According to Dené Sanchez, Vice President of
Business Development at CapGrow Partners, “One
option that is often used by provider organizations
to generate liquidity is to sell their properties (such
as residential facilities) and lease them back from
an organization like CapGrow. This path can provide
much-needed capital in a short period of time with
few hassles. Partnering with companies like ours
is often a preferred route for provider organizations
that are looking to attract private equity investors’
interest, as investors generally do not favor real
estate ownership.”
Another option is to look at partnering with real
estate investment trusts (REITs) for larger properties
like clinics and residential facilities. Like a mutual
fund for stocks, a REIT owns, operates, or finances
income-generating real estate so individual investors
can earn dividends without having to buy, manage,
or finance any properties themselves. There are
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specialized health care REITs (see Healthcare
REITs) that buy and develop properties—inpatient
and outpatient facilities, clinics, senior housing and
supported living facilities, skilled nursing facilities,
etc.—and lease them to health care businesses.
Some health care REITs may be willing to forge
partnerships with provider organizations and work on
a shared profits model rather than a landlord-tenant
partnership or purchase of property.

6. Accounts Receivable Financing
Accounts receivable are the outstanding balances
of invoices billed to customers but not yet paid.
They are reported on a company’s balance sheet as
current assets with invoice payment required within
one year. Accounts receivable financing allows
organizations to receive early payment on their
outstanding invoices. Organizations commit some,
or all, of their outstanding invoices to a funder for
early payment, in return for a fee.
Accounts receivable are considered highly liquid
assets and are valued by lenders and financiers. But
for provider organizations, accounts receivable could
be a burden as they can’t be converted to cash and
may even require collections. Organizations with a
significant amount of receivables—from government,
health plans, etc.—often sell their balances to
raise capital. According to some experts, accounts
receivable financing is becoming more common with
the development and integration of new technologies
that help to link business accounts receivable
records to accounts receivable financing platforms.
In general, accounts receivable financing may be
slightly easier for a business to obtain than other
types of capital financing (see Accounts Receivable
Financing).
It is common for a finance company buying
receivables to pay 70% to 90% of the gross value of
the invoices up front and to pay the balance—after
deducting a service fee—once the invoices have
been collected (see Selling Accounts Receivable To
Finance Your Business).
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The top-rated companies that provide accounts
receivable financing are Blue Vine, 1st Commercial
Credit, Crestmark, FundThrough, and American
Receivable (see 5 Best Accounts Receivable
Financing Companies In 2021).

7. Capital Campaign
A capital campaign is a targeted fundraising effort
for a non-profit organization, typically for a specific
purpose over a defined period of time. It can be a
good financing option for large capital needs such
as new infrastructure, new construction, and new
technologies. Capital campaigns typically raise half
or more of their funds through major contributors
and donors in a first phase, followed by a more
public phase in which they appeal to the community
and smaller donors (see Capital Campaigns:
Understanding the Basics). Capital campaigns have
to be very specific and goal-driven.
While capital campaigns can be successful
for organizations with a strong standing in the
community, they do require intensive marketing and
outreach as well as careful management. Board
member participation is also essential in the success
of capital campaigns.
Consider some examples of capital campaigns in
health care. Heywood Hospital in Massachusetts
has a capital campaign, Fulfilling Our Promise,
through which they are soliciting capital for three
specific projects—a surgical pavilion, an emergency
department and medical office building, and a
behavioral health treatment center (see Fulfilling Our
Promise Capital Campaign). The Manning Regional
Healthcare Center in Iowa launched a capital
campaign to expand its senior care program space,
upgrade the hospital pharmacy to meet regulations,
and add a negative-pressure isolation room (see
2021 Capital Campaign). And the Ascent Capital
Campaign run by the Intermountain Foundation at
the Utah Valley Hospital, is seeking to raise $50
million for a $430 million hospital replacement (see
Ascent Capital Campaign).
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8. Government & Private Grants
A grant is a fund given by an entity—such as a
government department, charitable foundation,
or a specialized grantmaking institution—to an
organization be used for a specific purpose linked to
public benefit. Unlike loans, grants don’t have to be
paid back but require reporting to show if they were
used for their intended purpose.
There is no dearth of grants in health care. There are
federal, state, and local government grants as well
as private grants from small and large foundations,
academic and research institutions, and more. At
the federal level, the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services is the largest grantmaking
agency which awards approximately $531 annually
(representing nearly 30% of all federal government
grants and financial assistance). And 78% of HHS
grant dollars were awarded by the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid.

One big question for government grants is can
they actually be used in a way that creates
sustainable programs for the long term. Do
organizations want to solicit and manage grant
funding for programs that will likely not result in
that sustainability.
One big question for government grants is can they
actually be used in a way that creates sustainable
programs for the long term. A related question is
whether organizations want to solicit and manage
grant funding for programs that will likely not result in
that sustainability. Executive teams should consider
the endgame before applying for grants (see Grants
For The Long Term?).
Grants.gov is a good source for tracking
and responding to federal government grant
announcements and each state usually has a
central grants repository and application platform as
well. GrantWatch is a fee-based service (that costs
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approximately $200 a year) that features more than
26,000 current grants, funding opportunities, awards,
contracts, and archived grants from foundations;
corporations; federal, state, and local government
funding sources and has a special section for health
and medical grants.

9. Mergers & Acquisitions
From a legal point of view, a merger is a legal
consolidation of two entities into one, whereas
an acquisition occurs when one entity takes
ownership of another’s interests or assets. From a
commercial and economic point of view, both types
of transactions generally result in the consolidation
of assets and liabilities under one entity.
The pandemic crisis of the past year didn’t
dampen merger and acquisition (M&A) activity
in health care—and it could be argued that the
initial economic effects of the pandemic actually
fueled some of that activity. The 2021 second
quarter report for behavioral health mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) is out and shows no slowdown
in activity, indicating that this will be another record
year for M&A. In the second quarter of this year, 26
behavioral health provider organization deals were
announced, bringing the total to 57 deals for the year
to date. Compare this to record of 107 deals set in
2020 (see Q2 2021 Behavioral Health M&A Update).
Analysts predict a heightened pace of M&A in the
second half of 2021, to beat the massive increase
in long-term capital gains tax proposed by the White
House (see The Looming 50% Rise In Capital Gains
Taxes) that if approved, will go into effect at some
point in 2022.
There are many paths to using M&A for growth
capital. Merging with an asset-rich organization—or
an organization with access to capital—is one path.
Acquiring an organization with specific marketshare,
programs, or assets can reduce the amount of
capital required for growth. The ability to improve
margins and use profits for growth and expansion is
another. Every transaction needs to be evaluated on
its own merits.
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10. Joint Ventures
A joint venture is a business arrangement in which
two or more parties agree to pool their resources
for the purpose of accomplishing a specific task.
Each of the participants is responsible for profits,
losses, and costs associated with the joint venture.
However, the venture is its own entity, separate
from the participants’ other business interests. A
joint venture allows a provider organization to pool
resources (financial as well as talent, expertise,
technology, marketshare, real estate, etc.) with
another organization to fund a specific growth
initiative.
This model is often preferrable to M&A for many
boards of directors because it doesn’t require
surrendering ownership or changing governance.
But, joint ventures have a low success rate—
between 40% and 70% of them fail (see The 7
Deadly Sins of Joint Ventures). Often, lack of longterm alignment on goals, lack of agreement on
future capitalization, lack of mutually agreeable exit
strategy, and competition with partner organizations
cause join ventures to fail to achieve their objectives
(see Will Your Collaboration Succeed, Or Not?)
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We’ve seen many examples of joint ventures in
health care. Banner|Aetna, a health insurance
company formed as a joint venture between Banner
Health and Aetna Health Insurance Company
in 2017—and extended in February 2021—just
announced plans to enter the individual health
insurance marketplace in Arizona (Banner/Aetna
Joint Venture To Offer Individual Health Insurance
Marketplace Plans In Arizona). The Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin, Behavioral Health Division
(BHD) has a joint venture to develop a mental health
emergency center for the county. The joint venture
is with four health systems—Advocate Aurora
Health, Froedtert Health, Ascension Wisconsin,
and Children’s Wisconsin (see Milwaukee County
Wisconsin Partners With Four Health Systems To
Develop Joint Venture Mental Health Emergency
Center). K Health and funds managed by Blackstone
Growth announced the formation of Hydrogen
Health, LLC to help create innovative, digital-first
health care solutions. This joint venture is also
backed by an investment from Anthem, Inc. (see K
Health, Blackstone Growth, Anthem To Partner On
Technology Joint Venture, Hydrogen Health).
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Raising Capital: Are You Pitch Ready?
By Timothy Snyder, Jr., Chief Marketing Officer

Specialty health and human service organizations
that want to survive and thrive in the volatile next
normal market will need a strategic plan for business
development and growth. That strategic plan will
likely require a robust infusion of capital to help
provider organizations shore up their infrastructure
to meet new consumer and payer expectations,
and stand up to the disruptive new out-of-industry
competitors (think Amazon, Walmart, CVS,
Talkspace…). How to raise this capital requires
some creative thinking—you have to go beyond the
usual mindset of “Let’s see if there’s a grant.” There
are many options (see Getting Capital For Growth
– Ten Options) to choose from and you may need
a combination of approaches. Raising capital for
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expansion is equivalent to pursuing a new business
development opportunity that requires a concerted
marketing and sales effort. One of the most valuable
tools you can have is your pitch deck.
A pitch deck is a brief presentation deck (usually
created using Microsoft PowerPoint or a similar
program) that gives your target audience a quick
overview of the ask—the why, what, and how—and
the expected return on investment. The pitch deck
is typically used to “tell your story” during a live
presentation conducted in-person or virtually with
potential lenders, investors, partners, or acquiring
organizations and also serves a leave-behind, along
with any supplementary materials. The deck itself
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must articulate the story well, with key messages
and takeaways clearly spelled out, and be presented
in an engaging format. More importantly, preparing
the pitch deck helps the presenter strategically think
through the problems they confront, arrive at the
best-fit solutions, and validate why these solutions
are expected to work.
What goes into your pitch deck for raising capital?
I would recommend ten key elements—a brief
description of your organization, the problem you
are looking to solve, how you propose to solve it,
a description of the capital improvement itself and
how it will help, the market landscape which calls
for this improvement, the competitive advantage the
planned capital expansion will confer, your business

populations served, and how long you’ve been in
business. A snapshot of key performance numbers—
growth in revenue or number of consumers served,
prior service/territory expansions—would be good
to add to this section. Any accreditations and
recognition can be listed here as well. I would
recommend against spelling out your full mission
and vision here. A simple, straightforward description
of who you are and what you do is what’s needed
here.

The Problem
After providing background, it’s time to get down to
brass tacks. Spell out the problem you are looking
to solve with the capital expansion. Describe the
problem, who is impacted, and how (quantify the
impact if you can).
Let’s say you’re seeking capital for a “digital front
door” suite of tech solutions to improve consumer
access and convenience in transacting with your
organization. The problem you are looking to solve
may be “Little to no growth in consumer base
(only xx new consumers in past year)” or “xx% of
no-shows, leaving xx appointments unfilled” or
“xx web visitors per day but only xx calls for new
appointments” or “x weeks wait time for a first
appointment”

A pitch deck is a brief presentation deck that
gives your target audience a quick overview
of the ask—the why, what, and how—and the
expected return on investment. The pitch deck
is typically used to “tell your story” during a live
presentation. Preparing the pitch deck helps
the presenter strategically think through the
problems they confront, arrive at the best-fit
solutions, and validate why these solutions are
expected to work.

The Solution

model that leverages the capital improvement, any
relevant data and financials, the amount of capital
you are seeking, and finally—an introduction to the
team that will be working with the new infrastructure
and their expertise.

The Track Record
Start your new capital pitch deck with a brief
description of your organization—your services,
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Explain how you propose to solve the problem. If
feasible, list the alternatives you’ve explored and a
quick summary of why you decided on this particular
solution. Make sure your problem and solution slides
are aligned and don’t duplicate information.
Continuing with our digital front door example, the
solution/s could be “Offer online scheduling for
immediate conversion for web visitors” or “Offer
digital communication and engagement options in
between visits” or “Send text reminders to reduce
no-shows.”
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Capital Improvement Features/Functionality
& Benefits
Describe exactly what infrastructure, upgrade,
or expansion you are proposing to invest in to
implement the solution, list the key features
and functionality, and outline how the capital
improvement will help to solve the problem.

Explain the impact of the improvement on costs and
pricing. Provide consumer base and revenue growth
projections if relevant.

Key Data & Financials

Let’s say your proposed expansion is an upgrade
to your electronic health record system to offer
centralized online scheduling for first-time and
repeat consumers, along with appointment
reminders—plus a complete website makeover
that includes interactive features like chatbots and
symptom trackers. You would want to list each of
these improvements on a separate slide, describing
the features and what the improvement will enable.

The Market Landscape
Present some key facts and stats about the
market you are operating in—current market size
and growth projections, competitors and their
marketshare, consumer demographics and needs/
gaps in care, changes in demand, etc. Highlight
how your proposed capital project can address the
market need. Data from any internal and external
consumer satisfaction surveys and payer needs may
be ideal to add here.

Say it with numbers. Provide a snapshot of your
organization’s overall financial performance. If you
have data on performance outcomes, productivity
improvements, and cost savings—both historical and
projected as a result of the capital expansion—be
sure to share those in your slide.

The Ask
Specify and explain the ask. How much capital are
you seeking? Are you tapping any other sources of
funding, including your own reserves? Do you need
the capital all at once or in phases? Add any detail
you can on the expected return on investment (or
repayment period in case of debt financing). Quickly
summarize how the funds will be spent and how they
will help you accomplish the desired business goals.

The Team

The Competitive Advantage

Wrap up with names and headshots of your key
C-suite team members and any subject matter
experts and advisors who will be involved in the
planning and implementation of the capital project.
For each, add a 1-2 sentence description to highlight
what expertise and experience they bring to this
project.

List your top three to five competitors and their
marketshare. Explain what features/functionality
or benefits they offer that your proposed capital
upgrade is intended to match or help you do better
than them.

While the specifics of the pitch deck have to be
adapted to your unique situation, including all or
most of the above elements is usually a fail-safe
“formula.”

The Business Model
Explain exactly how you will leverage the capital
improvement to grow revenue and provide timely,
quality care. Articulate what it will enable you to
do that you would not otherwise be able to do.
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Developing a pitch deck is both an art and a science.
Here is a quick list of do’s and don’ts to keep in mind
while building the presentation.
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Pitch Deck Do’s & Don’ts
1. Do include contact information—if you are listing
more than one person, indicate who the primary
contact is.
2. Do limit your presentation to 12 to 15 slides—
don’t try include every last detail in the deck;
remember you can provide explanations and
clarifications during your live presentation and
details in supplementary materials (like financial
statements).
3. Do present only one key concept/overarching
message on each slide.
4. Do illustrate that this is more than just a great
idea, and that you’ve done your homework (if
you have a pilot or test case scenario to include,
even better).
5. Do remember that numbers speak louder than
words—use data.
6.

Do use a consistent font, size, and style on all
the slides—and avoid bolding and highlighting
text.
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7. Don’t try to cover everything in the pitch deck.
Your in-person presentation will give you an
opportunity to add and highlight key information.
8. Don’t use a lot of “inside baseball”—jargon and
acronyms that those outside the industry won’t
know.
9. Don’t underestimate or belittle the competition.
10. Don’t have too much text—keep it succinct and
break it up with graphic elements.
11. Don’t ramble, deliver key points in bullets.
12. Don’t use generic icons and stock images of
random people—keep your visuals meaningful
(use to illustrate key data points or have actual
photos).
For more tips, templates, and some inspiring
examples, see How To Build A Payer Pitch Deck,
A Guide To Investor Pitch Decks For Startup
Fundraising and 10 Slides You must Include in Pitch
Deck to Raise Funding.
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Private Equity For Expansion Capital:
The Pros & Cons
By Monica E. Oss, Chief Executive Officer

2021 has seen a massive increase in the amount of
private investment money flowing into the health and
human service market with $14.7 billion in funding
for digital health alone in the first half of 2021—
compared to $14.6 billion in all of 2020. And this high
level of investment is pushing mergers, acquisitions,
and affiliations (MA&A) to record numbers as well—
both among for-profit organizations and their nonprofit competitors. In the second quarter of this year,
26 behavioral health provider organization deals
were announced, bringing the total to 57 deals for
the year to date. Compare this to record of 107 deals
set in 2020. Analysts predict a heightened pace of
M&A in the second half of 2021, to beat the increase
in long-term capital gains tax proposed by the White
House that if approved, will go into effect at some
point in 2022.
Provider organizations offering care for addiction
disorders, autism, intellectual and developmental
disabilities, and mental illness are at the top of
private equity’s target list. Why? Rapid growth in
demand for services—driven by reduced stigma,
pandemic-related stresses, and a whole health
focus on the part of payers and consumers—are
all driving up potential for an expanding customer
base and market share that appeals to investors.
Virtual service delivery—and savvy virtual marketing
by new industry entrants—has broken barriers to
access. There is increasing recognition of the value
and efficacy of home and community-based services
and care coordination for complex consumer with
chronic conditions. And until recently, care for these
vulnerable populations has received little to no
commercial funding and has been predominantly
offered by under-resourced, publicly-reimbursed
provider organizations, making the market ripe for
investment and growth.
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For executives of non-profit provider organizations,
what are the pros and cons of working with private
equity? We got some insights from C. Lynn Mason,
President and Chief Executive Officer of Broadstep
and Jonathan Evans, Founder, President, and Chief
Executive Officer of innovaTel Telepsychiatry during
our executive web forum, Investment Bankers,
Private Equity & Venture Capitalists, Oh My.
“Entering into an investor partnership is like getting
married. You have to find the right match, discover
compatibilities, and share a passion,” said Mr.
Evans. Both he and Ms. Mason pointed out that it
is best to look for an investor that is interested in
doing good while doing well and is aligned with the
provider organization’s mission and values. So how
does life for an executive change after “marriage?”
They highlighted three areas—the growth focus, the
benefits of size and scale, and the role of the board.
Numbers, numbers, and more numbers.
Investors’ focus is obviously on the bottom line—
revenue, earnings, and gross margin. “EBITDA
[Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and
Amortization] and multiples were part of the new
language and terms I had to learn quickly during our
negotiations with private equity,” said Mr. Evans.
Growth is a critical concern. Your investors expect
you to have a strategic growth plan for the next two
to three years, said Mr. Evans. Growth is expected
in earnings, in the consumer base, and in size and
scope of services delivered—through continuous
innovation, expansion, and acquisitions. Venture
capitalists are offering significant funding to the large
digital therapy platforms because they are rapidly
adding new consumers, even if their margins are not
yet strong.
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With a private equity partnership comes a strong
focus on metrics in every area of operations and
business. Investors will be looking for care quality
and performance excellence demonstrated through
outcomes reporting. Ms. Mason said that Bain
Capital Double Impact (which acquired Broadstep
in 2019), for example, invests in organizations
that deliver on environmental and social impact,
in addition to financial returns. So in addition to
revenue targets, she has an “impact dashboard”
with metrics that Broadstep’s executive team is held
accountable for and that drive compensation.
Overall, while the growth focus helps expand access
to care, it also creates pressure to deliver short-term
results as opposed to a longer-term mindset. And
“loss of control” is always a concern. There is the
ever-present question of when the organization will
be sold and wondering who on the leadership team
will stay and who will go if that happens.
Size and scale brings many advantages. Private
equity can provide the ability for organizations to
increase size and scale rapidly—and increase
competitive advantage. Ms. Mason shared that
private equity ownership has dramatically increased
their “purchasing power” through negotiating power
and economies of scale. Broadstep has access to
discounts and deals that they simply did not have
as a small, independent organization. She said, “In
one year, we were able to implement new payroll
and finance systems, get a new benefits plan for our
workforce, rebrand the organization, launch a whole
new website, move our home office from Wisconsin
to North Carolina, automate our pharmacy and move
it to a much larger site, and complete two significant
acquisitions. We could not have done it on our own,
without private equity backing.”
On the flip, side, investors look for operational
efficiencies—such as staffing ratios that are lean
and mean, said Ms. Mason. But they don’t expect
you to skimp on expenses—they want to see how
you invest in growth and “put your dollars to work.”
Her lesson learned is, “Don’t patch the driveway
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if a new one will make you look better and yield a
better growth multiple for your investors.” Mr. Evans
added that non-profits know how to stretch the dollar
to balance the budget but that’s not always what
investors want—they expect a growth mindset.
The infusion of funding can help to significantly
expand access to care and answer unmet needs.
Ms. Mason said, “They see the magic that your
organization can bring to an industry, and they want
to support you and partner with you in that. And
they’re going to challenge you and push you, and
you’re going to challenge what they what they know
and push them.”
Expertise and diverse skillsets on the board.
Ms. Mason and Mr. Evans agreed that a major
advantage of private equity ownership in an
organization is a strong board with members who
have business acumen and drive strategic growth.
While the board does not interfere in day-to-day
management, it’s been great to count on them to
solve problems or make connections where needed,
said Ms. Mason. Both executives said their board
members have been flexible, have understood the
mission, and have been extremely supportive, while
holding the leadership team accountable to clearly
defined performance and financial metrics.
For investors, the niche expertise in caring for
complex consumers that specialty provider
organizations bring is most attractive and their
boards respect that, said Mr. Evans. “Based on our
experience in community behavioral health, we have
all the expertise that brings a value proposition.
Very few know how to operationalize services to
individuals with complex clinical presentations and
engage them in care.”
Ultimately, investor partnerships have their pros
and cons, but the advantages often outweigh the
concerns. In the tough “next normal” that awaits us,
no option for survival and growth can be ruled out
without due diligence.
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M&A As A Sustainability Strategy—What Works?
By Raymond Wolfe, J.D., Senior Associate
According to an OPEN MINDS quick poll of provider
organizations during the pandemic, 71% of provider
organizations reported that their strategic plan had
an agenda item for mergers, and acquisitions (M&A).
And, the primary reason those organizations are
pursuing M&A? 33% reported that it was to increase
their service lines and become more comprehensive,
while 29% reported that they were looking at M&A as
a means to improve their financial situation.
The issue for all executive teams is whether they
have the financial wherewithal to survive a crisis
and the marketing horsepower to compete when it
subsides. For many organizations, M&A is a strategy
to increase the likelihood that this will happen.
But when it comes to M&A, one of the most common
questions asked by executives is, “How big is big
enough?” The short answer? There is no one right
size, journey, or answer for every organization.
It depends on a number of organization-specific
factors and contextual aspects including location,
current size, and service lines, among others.
The issue is how big does a service line need to
be to have competitive advantage and financial
sustainability?
I took a deeper dive into the “long answer” with a
panel of executives with great experience in M&A
in two OPEN MINDS sessions, How Big Is Big
Enough? Deciding When, How, Or If To Grow Your
Organization and Mergers, Acquisitions & Affiliations
Readiness: What Does It Take? Mike Lyons, senior
vice president and general counsel of Mosaic; Cole
Caruso, founder of Community Resource Network
of Florida; and three executives from Hillsides—
Garret Zabel, director of strategy and innovation;
Amy Ley-Sanchez, chief clinical officer; and Joe
Costa, president and chief executive officer—
discussed their hands-on experience with M&A as
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specialty provider organizations serving vulnerable
populations.
Mosaic consolidated and incorporated in 2003 and
has continued growing through acquisitions ever
since, including the 2018 acquisition of Soreo, a
service that provides in-home supports to seniors
and people with disabilities. And the Hillsides
sustainability strategy is to be prepared for and take
advantage of collaborations when the opportunity
arises—they have participated in a range of
affiliations, mergers, and partnerships, including
their 2016 merger with Bienvenidos. Hillsides is also
diversifying funding streams, evolving from solely
the public space to gain more traction in the private
space. Community Resource Network (CRN) of
Florida, an organization serving consumers with
intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD),
was able to preserve and expand its mission after
being acquired by a large strategic buyer, Versacare,
that provided the infrastructure to expand their
mission.
In both sessions, the speakers provided three key
insights for specialty provider organizations to
consider when evaluating an M&A strategy: identify
the role that M&A will play in making your strategy
successful; find the right partner to “fill the gap;” and
realize that M&A is more than a simple transaction.
Answer the question “why.” For M&A to contribute
to strategic success, proposed M&A transactions
must have specific goals. Identifying those goals
and how they relate to the organizational drivers
for growth is key. Will the partnering organization
expand your reach in a certain state or region? Will
they help diversify service lines for new populations?
Whatever the “it” is, identifying those key drivers
(your reason why) is a critical step in the M&A
process.
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Find the right partner to “fill the gap.” Once
you have identified the “strategic impact” expected
from M&A, find the “right” organization. In the
discussion of their merger with Bienvenidos,
Hillsides’ Ms. Ley-Sanchez noted, “The goal was
to answer the question, how do we use M&A
as a vehicle for growth?” They wanted a strong
organization that could expand their current service
offerings to include foster care and adoption. Mr.
Costa explained that some of the key factors, in
conjunction with the new service line, included the
desire to develop a strong community presence and
honor the Bienvenidos brand.
At CRN, Mr. Caruso focused on nurturing best
practices in serving consumers with I/DD and
building a strong organization. While he got several
offers from buyers over the years, he waited until
he connected with an organization whose mission
aligned with his own. The acquisition helped CRN
get financially stronger, expand services, hire more
staff, reduce consumer wait lists, and advance its
original mission.
Realize M&A is more than a simple transaction.
While buy-in from senior leadership and the board
is key, Mr. Lyons noted that M&A isn’t a simple
transaction, but “a monumental shift.” He continued,
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“The decision to grow—and how—could be the
biggest decision you make as an organization. It’s
a balance of business and emotions.” The process
doesn’t just impact those directly involved in the
“transaction,” it also impacts staff and consumers,
who will have a significant amount of anxiety about
merging two entities. While it is exciting the merge, it
is also important to strategically outline new policies,
practices, and philosophies to ensure a seamless
transition for all parties involved.
Another strategic question is when to consider M&A.
“Not out of desperation,” says Mr. Lyons. Don’t wait
until the organization is on the brink of collapse.
Instead, consider the structure and partners you’ll
need for long-term sustainability. And be prepared
so you can negotiate from a position of strength.
“We can’t let the safety net collapse and wait for
someone else to come in and do what we are
doing,” cautions Mr. Wolfe.
In the context of our current crisis, M&A isn’t
the only solution and it doesn’t come without
challenges. But when it’s done right, M&A can allow
two organizations to operate more efficiently and
effectively while preserving mission and expanding
service coverage for vulnerable populations.
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The New Challenges In Fundraising
By Cory Thornton, MS, General Manager, Market Intelligence
It’s not surprising that charitable giving saw an
uptick during the pandemic. Individuals, bequests,
foundations and corporations gave an estimated
$471.44 billion to U.S. charities in 2020. Total
charitable giving grew 5.1% over the $448.66 billion
contributed in 2019. Giving to human services
increased by an estimated 9.7% in 2020, totaling
$65.14 billion. But giving to health is estimated to
have declined by 3.0% to $42.12 billion. In addition
to large, nonprofit hospitals, health organizations
include those that focus on addressing specific
diseases. Many in-person walks, runs and other
fundraising events that disease-specific health
organizations host as major fundraisers saw a
decline in participation and charitable revenue due to
the pandemic (see Giving USA 2021). However, the
patterns in giving, who gives, and how they give are
all constantly shifting.
In the session, Sustainability In A Competitive
Market: The Daughters Of Charity Services Story,
at the 2018 OPEN MINDS Strategy & Innovation,
Michael G. Griffin, Chief Executive Officer,
Daughters of Charity Services of New Orleans
discussed the challenges of remaining sustainable
in a market with growing consumer need, new
competitors, and value-based reimbursement
models. He said that the Daughters of Charity, like
many other non-profit provider organizations, often
uses fundraising to fill that gap.
Jim Wallis, Corporate Director of Business
Development and Public Affairs, Chestnut Health
Systems and Todd A. Landry, Chief Executive
Officer, Lena Pope Home, Inc. discussed the
opportunities and the challenges of fundraising
in the session, Fundraising In A Competitive,
Social Media-Driven Environment: Strategies
For Non-Profit Executives. The challenge of
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fundraising is balancing the old with the new, and
reaching potential donors in new ways by focusing
on consistency with donor communications,
transparency, and engagement to develop and
strengthen relationships. There were three key
takeaways from these sessions—make it easy for
donors to contribute, have a mix of fundraising
tactics, and monitor performance against goals.
Make donating convenient and accessible. You’ve
made your pitch, you’ve attracted new donors,
and they’re ready to give…but they can’t figure out
how. Your goal in fundraising is to put up as few
barriers as possible to getting people to donate,
and when potential donors have to search through
a cluttered website to find the “donate” button, or
you are hosting an event where you can’t take credit
cards, you are making donating less convenient.
Your organization needs fundraising campaigns with
direct, easy-to-follow instructions; a mobile-friendly
website that is easy to navigate, with a clearly visible
“donate” button; and an easy to use credit card form
online, as well as the ability to accept more instant
payment formats, like PayPal and Apple Pay.
Balance your fundraising techniques to appeal
to all your target markets. Fundraising in today’s
market takes a careful balance of traditional
fundraising methods and new techniques. Baby
boomers give more money to charities than people
in any other age group, and 41.6% of all donations
from individuals come from people in this generation
(see Charitable Giving Report). When launching
new fundraising campaigns, you need to consider
channels that appeal to this large donor base
(mailings, special events), while also starting to build
relationships with new generations (social media,
online campaigns); this requires more targeting of
potential donors to ensure that you are connecting
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with them in their preferred platform. For example,
sending out direct mail appeals via hard copy mail
with a paper form to traditional donors, while also
sending emails with the ability to donate instantly
online. But Mr. Landry warned that while many
organizations are getting wrapped up in social
media for fundraising, the reality is that is one tool
in your toolbox. Your organization is most likely not
going to launch the next “ice bucket challenge” (Ice
Bucket Challenge – The ALS Association), so you
need to utilize social media to build relationships
where possible, without being overly reliant on one
channel.
Monitor your fundraising progress. The rules of
metrics-based management apply to fundraising,
and if fundraising is an important source of revenue
for your organization, key performance indicators
around your fundraising goals should be part of
your executive team’s performance dashboard.
Your organization should be tracking basic financial
metrics (cost to raise a dollar, net revenue in terms
of dollar raised), as well as key details about specific
campaigns and potential donors (donor retention,
new donors, board participation, etc.). As we
discussed in the session, while it isn’t always easy
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to find national or regional benchmarks for these
metrics to gauge your organization’s success, it’s
important to start measuring outcomes so that you
can know your progress year-over-year and set
realistic goals within your organization. For example,
the “golden rule” in fundraising has historically been
that fundraising costs should be around 20% of the
cost to raise a dollar. But this is a flexible figure that
won’t work for every campaign. Some campaigns
may cost more in direct costs, but will have a longterm return by building new relationships or making
your organization better known in the community. If
you are tracking outcomes carefully, you should be
able to see both the short- and long-term effects of
your progress.
In the end, as our speakers pointed out, whatever
the channel, whatever the campaign, fundraising
all comes down to building relationships. Your
goal as an organization is to develop a stable and
growing base of financial support that will enable
your organization to meet and (hopefully) exceed its
strategic goals.
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